People

Post Doctoral Fellows

Ioannis Pappas, Ph.D.  (https://www.linkedin.com/in/ioannis-pappas-01a439107 [1])
Andrew Westphal, Ph.D.  (https://profiles.ucsf.edu/andrew.westphal [2])
Zhihao Zhang, Ph.D.  (https://www.linkedin.com/in/zhihao-zhang-59a78676 [3])

Graduate Students

Melissa Newton, B.S.
Sandy Tanwisuth, B.S.  (https://sandguine.github.io [4])

Research Staff

Joshua Bastacky, B.S.  (https://www.linkedin.com/in/joshua-bastacky-a6b23b32 [5])
Brian Curran, B.S.  (https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=JoGBhe4AAAAJ&hl=en [6])
Max Good, B.A.
Henrik Hector, B.A.

**Faculty & Clinicians**

Kari Haws, Ph.D.  (https://www.linkedin.com/in/kari-haws-ph-d-7984a274 [7])


Andrew Kayser, M.D., Ph.D.  (http://profiles.ucsf.edu/andy.kayser [9])

**Alumni (more to come...)**

Mike Ballard, Ph.D.  (https://www.linkedin.com/in/michael-ballard-phd-b12240102 [10])

Drew Erickson, Ph.D.  (https://www.linkedin.com/in/drew-t-erickson [11])

Ana Navarro-Cebrian, Ph.D.  (https://www.loyola.edu/academics/psychology/faculty/alphabetical/cebrian [12])

Swetha Shankar, Ph.D.  (https://team.inria.fr/parietal/team-members/ [13])

Taylor Vega, B.A.  (https://www.linkedin.com/in/taylor-vega-6074a58b [14])

**Collaborators, Mentors, Colleagues ...**

David Badre  (https://sites.brown.edu/badrelab/ [15])

Brad Buchsbaum  (https://linguamemoria.wordpress.com/ [16])

Winston Chiong  (http://decisionlab.ucsf.edu [17])

Ron Dahl  (http://dahl-lab.berkeley.edu/ [18])

Mark D’Esposito  (https://despolab.berkeley.edu/ [19])

Howard Fields  (http://www.cin.ucsf.edu/HTML/Howard_Fields.html [20])

Michael Frank  (http://ski.cog.brown.edu/ [21])

Ming Hsu  (http://neuroecon.berkeley.edu/ [22])

Bob Knight  (http://knightlab.berkeley.edu/ [23])

Jennifer Mitchell  (http://itn.ucsf.edu/ [24])

Jan Peters  (https://www.hf.uni-koeln.de/38320 [25])
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